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Abstract- We are entering in a beginning of a new of
computing technology i.e. Internet of Things (IOT).
IOT is a sort of “universal global neural network” in
the cloud which connects various devices. The IOT is an
intelligently connected devices and systems which be
made up of smart machines interacting and
communicating with other machines, environments,
objects and infrastructures and the Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) and sensor network technologies
will go up to meet this new challenge. As a result, a very
large in size data are being generated, stored, and that
data is being processed into useful actions that can
“command and control” the things or devices to make
our lives much easier and safer—and to reduce our
influence on the environment. This paper gives an
overview of Internet of Things (IOT) and brief
information about IOT applications and challenges in
various fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phrase "Internet of Things" was invent by
Kevin Ashton in 1999. He made at his place of
employment, Proctor & Gamble. During his time
there, Ashton came up with the idea of putting
a RFID tag on each lipstick and having them
communicate with a radio receiver. He put forward as
fact that such data collection can be used to solve lots
of problems in the real world. At the moment, a lot of
connected devices can talk to internet and to our
smart phones, and maybe even some similar
products, but most of them can't talk to one another
because of branded hardware and software with
differing standards, languages and communication
protocols. For most of the current smart household
items, you'll need to use a different app or website to
interface with the device. Unless they were especially
designed by the manufacturer to work together. K.
Rose in 2015 gave reasons that why IOT is possible.
He said it is possible due to following reasons:
Ubiquitous Connectivity, widespread adoption of IP–
based networking, computing economics, advances in
Data Analytics, rise of Cloud Computing so, the IOT
is the conjunction of a variety of computing and
connectivity trends that have been evolving for many
decades.

II . RELATED WORK OF IOT

Gipsa Alex, Benitta Varghese, Jezna G Jose,
AlbyMol Abraham proposed work on modern
healthcare IOT platform with an intelligent medicine
box along with sensors for health monitoring and
diagnosis the disease. In their proposed work an
intelligent home-based medicine box with wireless
connectivity with an android application (Health-
IOT) is developed that helps patients and doctors to
be in a more close communication. They proposed
work has an intelligent medicine box that gives alerts
for patients to take their medicine at the night time.
The box is wirelessly connected to internet to make
timely updates about medicines which will be
notified in the android application with in patient’s
smart phone. Their system automatically gives alarm
so that the patient takes the right medicine at the right
time. [1]

A. Arun Rajaa, R. Naveedhab, G. Niranjanadevic
and V. Roobini proposed in their paper that a security
alert system which records a video when a motion is
detected and uploads it to the external server and
notifies the user via text message is reported. Their
application can be used to view the remote activities
and notifications can be received whenever the
motion is detected. Internet of Things basically deals
with transferring of useable data without involving
human interferences. In their proposed work they
used Raspberry Pi camera module is used for
detecting and capturing the motion. Raspberry Pi
(Model B+), a credit card sized computer is used for
processing the captured video. [2]

T. Balakrishna , R. Naga swetha proposed in their
paper to describe the performance and functional
characteristics of Arm based wireless sensor node in
monitoring the parameters such as CO2, temperature,
humidity and light around the pipeline structure.
Their system is deployed to monitor any deviations in
the system’s parameters with the standard
atmospheric values eventually alert the user even to a
remote location. [3]

Ammar khaleel,salman yussof mention the
problem in Iraq like many student abduction cases
are reported due to the lack of safety mechanisms and
the lack of law enforcement. In Iraq many
Educational institutions such as primary schools are
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Abstract: - In Information security, access control is one of the

most fundamental requirement. This can be achieved by assigning

proper authentication credentials. In usual case we use the

alphanumeric password strings to preserve the authentication.

But it has several drawbacks, as all possible password strings

which may be generated from keystrokes of the keyboard may be

guessed or can be hacked by various attacks or some automated

software tool may be used to crack the same. But here in this

paper we are proposing a Content-Color method of Image fusion

which will use multiple images to produce the password string.

Once all these multiple images are fused, on the resultant fused

image we will perform multi-share Visual key cryptography.

Finally one such share can be selected randomly to generate the

password string.

Keywords: VC, Content- Color, Image Fusion, Fusion Rule.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique in which
seen facts (Image, text, and video) gets encrypted in this form
of way that the decryption may be finished with the resource
of manner of the usage of the human seen device without
useful aid of computer structures. Image is a multimedia
hassle sensed via manner of human perception. Pixel is the
smallest unit building a virtual image. Each pixel of a 32 bit
digital color picture are divided into four additives, especially
Alpha, Red, Green and Blue; every with 8 bits. Alpha element
represents diploma of transparency. If all bits of Alpha trouble
are zero, then the photograph is simply apparent. A 32 bit
sample pixel is represented within the following determine
way of structure [3]

11000111 11010001 11001101 00110010

Alpha Red Green Blue

Human sensory system acts as an OR operation. If two
clear objects are stacked along, the ultimate stack of objects
are going to be clear. dynamically any of them may be non-
clear, the ultimate stack of objects are going to be non-
transparent. In this paper we have proposed a mechanism that
works on the content-color technique i.e. Contents of

secondary image merge with contents of primary image so that
to fused reflection can be obtained, later this fused image is
utilize for applying visual cryptography, after applying VC
fused image is converted to cryptic image concurrently divide
into multiple shares of cryptic image with adding up wave file
to produce resultant image. As we all are acquainted with Inet
authentication, So initially the entire internet authentication
became executed on the concept of textual content password.
The Text password turned into the handiest device used for
authentication system. But as time goes in this device reveals
many bad components to apply it. As like this was now not
trusted because it had generally chance of having hacked. Text
password emerge as constantly tested the memory of the
person, so it wasn’t suitable tool. Then invention of biometric
authentication gadget, QR codes and a pair of step cell
verification invented to overtake the dangers of the textual
content primarily based password [7].

PRINCIPLE OF IMAGE FUSION:

The images of the equal modality taken at the identical
time but from special locations or below distinctive situations
are fused collectively to generate a single image with records
content from each image. Such form of fusion is known as
multi-view image fusion which is used in this look at. The
goal of image fusion is to combine applicable statistics from
those supply photos from special views right into a single
photograph with the usage of the fusion regulations. The
image because of the fusion includes most of the statistics
from all the supply images. The programs fluctuate from one
another in the usage of the fusion regulations.

Fig 1: Image Fusion using Fusion Rules
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